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C1.

Microsoft, DSCI tie up for free cyber security training to 1000 women

Economic Times. Sep 25, 2018
... practical hands on projects managed by a group of training partners led by Centre for Development of
Advanced Computing (C-DAC), a company official said.

CS1.

Saket Modi, the millennial who keeps your data on the BHIM app safe

Business Standard-Sep 25, 2018
If you are one of the 33 million-odd BHIM (Bharat Interface for Money) app users, you would have, at
some point or the other, wondered if your transaction on the platform and the data generated during the
process are safe. The company that ensures that the Made-in-India payments app is safe and secured is
run by one of India’s top cyber security experts, Saket Modi. One of India's top ethical hackers, Saket
Modi started Lucideus Tech when he was ...

CS2. Top practices for corporate users to optimize email security
Economic Times. Sep 25, 2018.
Cybercriminals use social engineering techniques to trick users into providing login credentials,
initiating fraudulent transactions or unknowingly install ransomware.

CS3. DoT puts Aadhaar based face authentication on hold
Economic Times. Sep 25, 2018.

The telecom department has put Aadhaar-based face authentication on hold pending the Supreme Court
judgement on petitions challenging issuance of new mobile connections and re-verification through the
use of the unique identity.

CS4. Government develops game to counter cyber crimes against children: NCPCR
Economic Times. Sep 25, 2018.
The 'cyber trivia' app would have a set of multiple choice questions and children would rewarded points
based on their answers, the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights said.

M1.

Microsoft joins hands with DSCI to launch 'Cyber Shikshha' in Capital

United News of India-Sep 24, 2018
The full-time, four month programme will be supported by the Ministry of Electronics and IT (Meity) and
conducted by CDAC- Centre of Advance Computing, the ...

M2.

Meet Komal Lahiri, WhatsApp’s grievance officer for India; how she would fight fake news

Financial Express- Sep 25, 2018
Her appointment comes after WhatsApp CEO Chris Daniels held a meeting with IT minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad last month in which he was asked by the Indian government to find a way out to track
the origin of fake messages on its platform.

M3.
Indian businesses worried over data privacy, cyber security, reveals Dell survey
Financial Express-Sep 25, 2018
Terming data privacy and cyber security concerns as biggest barriers to digital transformation, almost
half of Indian businesses say they will struggle to meet changing customer demands within five years, a
survey by Dell Technologies revealed on Tuesday. The Personal Data Protection Bill made public by the
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology on July 27 details the rules and obligations ...
Indian businesses worried over data privacy, cyber security: Dell survey. Economic Times
Indian businesses worried over data privacy, cyber security. Morung Express
Internet, mobile companies raise concerns over draft Data Protection Bill. Moneycontrol.com

93% Indian businesses are facing major impediments to digital transformation: Research. Economic
Times.
Just 12% of Indian businesses are digital leaders, according to the Dell Technologies Digital
Transformation Index.

N1.

Online database soon on waste management in district

The Hindu . Sep 24, 2018
The pilot project will involve select panchayats in the district. The National Informatics Centre will
develop the online database that will help in the scientific collection, transportation and disposal of nonbiodegradable and electronic waste, according to officials associated with the initiative.

N2.

India Code Website: Laws Just a Click Away

India Legal -22-Sep-2018
The portal is called indiacode.nic.in and has been developed by the National Informatics Centre. This
initiative largely owes its genesis to Vansh Sharad Gupta, a former law student of National Law School of
India University (NLS), Bangalore.

N3.
Arjun Ram Meghwal inaugurates Two-day National Orientation workshop on National eVidhan Application (NeVA)
5 Dariya News. Sep 24, 2018
E-vidhan to make the functioning of the state legislatures paperless and integrate all 40 legislative houses
on to ‘one nation one application’. Union Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs, Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal presided over the Inaugural
Session of the two-dayNational Orientation workshop on National e-Vidhan Application (NeVA),
organized by Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs, here today. Dignitaries present during the inaugural
session included Smt. Neeta Verma, DG, NIC and other senior officers of the Ministry.
e-Vidhan to make functioning of State Legislatures paperless. United News of India-Sep 24, 2018

O1.

New telecom policy likely to be placed before Cabinet on Wednesday

Hindu BusinessLine. Sep 25, 2018
he Union Cabinet is likely to discuss the draft new telecom policy, known as National Digital
Communications Policy (NDCP) 2018, on Wednesday. “The draft NDCP is expected to be placed before
the Cabinet for approval tomorrow,” an official source said Tuesday.

O2.

Google tunes search for prescience and pictures

Financial Express | September 25, 2018
Google unveiled changes Monday aimed at making the leading search engine more visual and intuitive to
the point it can answer questions before being asked.

O3.

Microsoft unveils $40 million project to use Artificial Intelligence for humanitarian causes

Financial Express | September 24, 2018
Tech giant Microsoft Monday announced a USD 40 million (about Rs 290 crore) programme that will
focus on using artificial intelligence (AI) to help in disaster recovery and protecting refugees, among
other humanitarian causes.

